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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR

I

whilst also he handled with great aplomb the many and varied
T IS with some trepidation that I ‘pen’ my first ‘Comments
demands made in the exceptionally busy years of 2015-16. In
from the Chair’ for the Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust
fact when I also encountered David with our ‘professional’ hats
Newsletter. To find myself the chairperson of the CGT,
on during that time I was always amazed that he had sufficient
whose development and success I have admired over the years
time to run a successful arboricultural practice as well as juggle
is a great privilege and honour. It was at the very start of my
being the chair of CGT.
own career in garden history that I first encountered the newly
To
give
you
some
formed CGT, attending an early
background on myself, I
research meeting led by the
originally
trained
as
an
inimitable John Drake. John’s
archaeologist before completing
vision was to lead the CGT from
PhD studies (at Clare College) on
its inception to become one of the
the landscape anthropology of
most highly regarded county
medieval to eighteenth century
gardens trusts with research
parkland. Shortly afterwards I
disseminated
through
its
started to design and deliver
Newsletter, publications and
courses on garden history for the
contributions to online databases.
University
of
Cambridge
Depending on what was
(Madingley Hall), whilst also
happening in my own career I
carrying out research on
lurked on the fringes of the Trust
landscapes for private clients. As
both professionally and socially,
the study and protection of
finally re-re-joining last year in
designed landscapes gained
time for the astoundingly
greater recognition I became
successful Lancelot ‘Capability
involved
in
creation
of
Brown Tercentenary celebrations
restoration plans for gardens and
(CB300) and accompanying
parklands as well as training
Gardens Trust/CGT conference.
various groups in archive studies.
As a ‘new member’ I watched
However I have always been
in admiration as David Brown
drawn to the fringes of any
steered the CGT through the
subject and I began to branch out
choppy waters of the much
into lesser loved topics such as
debated formation of the Gardens
the history of allotments, cottage
Trust from the ashes of the AGT
Twigs Way, CGT Chair as of November 2016. gardens, and even gnomes (no,
and the Garden History Society,
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walled gardens, and site specific studies and our site visits also
echo this theme. However no county exists in isolation and that
infamous phrase ‘compare and contrast’ will, I hope, inspire us
all to attend study days and visits that also look a little bit
further afield, balancing our core focus of Cambridgeshire and
its parks and gardens.
As someone with research at heart I am delighted that the
CGT has a vibrant research group. There are an increasing
number of members who are anxious to involve themselves in
research as part of themed projects or on individual sites. With
many new members the research group is embarking on getting
latest recruits up to speed with archives and on-site research, to
join the more experienced members. An increasing number of
training and study days are being offered to county trust
members by the new Gardens Trust as part of the enhanced
participation of gardens trusts in the planning process - and I
hope CGT members will take full advantage of these.
Don’t forget - if you wish to receive further information on
nationally organised events, study days, lectures etc. then do
ensure we have your email address.
Finally in what seems to be a tradition of all committee
chairs of whatever society, may I make a plea for everyone to
consider becoming more involved at committee level with the
work of the trust. At our events this year we will be recruiting
for exciting roles in publicity, website management, and events
organisation especially with 2018 just round the corner - an
ideal opportunity to become more involved at the heart of your
Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust!
Twigs Way
CGT Chair

really…), and more recently the role of specific plants in art and
literature. My current career consists of lecturing, research,
writing, publishing, crafting landscape management plans,
visiting historic sites, and indulging my enduring fascination
with the history of female gardeners and artists. I relax by
weeding my own garden, sometimes with a mattock, and can
confidently claim to be the only garden historian who also runs
a small rabbit rescue! In 2016 I was featured in Gardens
Illustrated and I am still wondering why .
Having ‘escaped’ being chair of the trust during the CB300
celebrations and CGT/GT Conference I was looking forward to
a relatively quiet couple of years as chair before realising that
2017 of course sees the official twenty year ‘birthday’ of the
CGT. After long discussion with the committee it has been
decided that it would be better to give ourselves a small
breathing space before rising to the birthday challenge and we
have thus designated 2018 as our ‘Twenty-First Birthday’
celebratory year. We would greatly appreciate any suggestions
from members on ways in which they would like to see this
celebrated - perhaps a re-visiting of sites which were visited in
those early years? a publication from our research group? a
summer garden party? a planting of twenty-one trees? and of
course lots of publicity to draw in new members for the next
twenty-one years!
In the meantime we have an excellent programme of events
to look forward to this year, concentrating on our 2017 theme
of ‘Walled Gardens’ which has been chosen to celebrate one of
the first projects initiated by the CGT, at Ramsey Walled
Garden. We are hoping to undertake research on specific walled
gardens as well as themes such as glass-housing, women and

tisanes, sweets, and cakes - the rose remains one of our most
treasured flowers in literature, art, kitchens and gardens.
FRIDAY 9 JUNE 2017: LILIES
Playing fast and loose with the common name 'lily' we will
broaden our horizons to the Lily of the Valley, the Water Lily
and the Tiger Lily. The Madonna is our starting point - through
the tears that resulted in the Lily of the Valley and the purity of
the Lilium candidum. Water Lilies lead us to Egypt and to
France, and also to engineering, through the glasshouses at
Kew, before the Lily of the Valley recalls us to soaps, scents
and on to medieval poisons.

Members may wish to note three opportunities to hear CGT
Chair, Twigs Way, who is well known for her entertaining and
authoritative lectures and broadcasts, at the Cambridge Botanic
Garden. Twigs will take her audience for a romp through the
history of flowers via literature, art, design, myth, religion,
exploration, medicine and horticultural fashion. Talks run from
10am - 1pm and the £35 fee includes free entry to the Botanic
Garden. The remaining talks in the series include:

FRIDAY 7 JULY 2017: CARNATIONS
Carnations permeate our culture from the wedding bed to the
funeral wreath. Derided in Shakespeare as ‘nature’s bastards’
they challenged the tulip as the florists favourite flower, and
went on to give their blessing to both a military coup and a Soho
night club. Spanning the world from the gardens of the Ottoman
Empire to the Mother’s Day traditions of America via Chinese
medicines and French Empresses, we plunge from the traditions
of the medieval marriage bed to Renaissance paintings of
Madonna and child and on to the green carnation, made famous
by Oscar Wilde.

FRIDAY 12 MAY 2017: ROSES
Arguably the most popular of all our garden plants, with origins
from China to Persia and scents from fresh apple blossom to
dusky sensuality. Beloved by Romans who showered their
dinner guests with petals and caught up in the 'War of the
Roses‘, the rose found peace in the gardens of Empress
Joséphine and religion in the gardens of Reverend rose fanciers.
Their names bring a deluge of histories, from the infamous
Lady Hillingdon, to the prim Dorothy Perkins and exotic
Zéphirine Drouhin. Used to create perfumes, medicines,

To book please visit www.botanic.cam.ac.uk or call 01223
331875 for further information.
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CGT STUDY DAY 4 MARCH 2017:
WALLED GARDENS

T

conifers. A garden cottage is marked on the map, this was
probably the head gardener’s house (sadly no longer!).
Holkham was probably Wyatt’s last commission and the
walled garden ran as a productive garden until not long after
World War II. It was then operated as a nursery from 1960s to
the 1990s but abandoned thereafter to around 2010, after the
lease on the nursery expired. Now it is being ‘rejuvenated’.
A ledger from the original walled garden showed the
planting scheme around the walls and records the fruit supplied
to the house, including desert and cooking apples, damsons,
figs, filberts, melons, mulberries, nectarines, peaches, pears
plums and raspberries. Dean recounted tension between the
head gardener and the land agent on account of the productive
acreage and the value attributed to the produce: it probably
produced more than the estate could consume because the then
head gardener was on a 7% commission
At the start of rejuvenation, the garden probably had the
national collection of ragwort. However, the walls were sound
because the coping stones were fitted with slate below to stop
water penetration down through the walls. There are an
estimated 3 million bricks in the 15ft-high walls, more than in
the Hall itself.
2010 saw restoration of the vinery, clearance of the walled
garden and new paths and plantings. Some hard decisions were
taken to clear areas and perform ‘tractor pruning’ to remove
sycamores and brambles. Then ‘chain-saw pruning’ but
progress has been made to conventional secateur pruning. A
lean-to greenhouse, without buttresses on the supporting wall
was found to have good foundations and has been renovated
with linseed oil paint on the putty – hard labour. Elsewhere,
cold frames have been restored requiring skills in woodworking
and glazing: as much as possible is done in-house, so the staff
are very resourceful. New paths were laid in the slips, with new
brick edgings, to support a four-bed rotation scheme. Dean
recounted that, with rainwater collecting in footings, it was bit
like working the Somme. And then there are the rabbits… over
200 of them that require good fencing and eternal vigilance.
A team of six permanent staff is supported by a large
number of unpaid, enthusiastic volunteers who have
contributed a huge amount. Camaraderie and team spirit are
enhanced by social events such as bake-offs and barbecues.
Dean paid tribute to the former head gardener Phillip Oldham
who, in 2016, moved from Holkham to become deputy to the
estate director at Heligan in Cornwall.
The team planted 6000 perennials including rudbeckia and
dianthus in the second square of the walled garden (Fig. 2),
which are now starting to mature. The third square had
previously been a big field, with a few apple trees, so the team
decided to remove the apples and build a vineyard instead (Fig.
2). Using cleaved posts of Holkham wood to support the
stretched wires, the team engaged schoolchildren to dig the
trenches for the vines. The results is an attractive diagonal
planting of 350 vines: Regent (red grape) and Solaris (white)
are dual purpose grapes for both eating and vinification.

HE THEME of the 2017 Study Day, held as usual in the
comfortable surroundings of Hemingford Abbotts
village hall, was Walled Gardens. An excellent turn-out
of members arrived, perhaps encouraged by the success of the
Brown conference in 2016, perhaps curious to see the new CGT
chair, Twigs Way, or perhaps simply feeling the fine weather
had banished the winter’s cabin fever. Whatever the
motivation, an alert, eager audience listened attentively to the
four speakers and engaged them with informed questions and
discussion. First up was Dean Wood who spoke on the topic of:
THE WALLED GARDEN OF HOLKHAM HALL
Holkham Hall’s walled garden is under restoration or, perhaps
more accurately, rejuvenation, in an attempt to make it a
pleasant place again and to have it resemble the best current
understanding of the ethos of the original garden. The Hall does
not have a great deal of archival material, possibly due to a fire
in the 1960s, but the estate archivist has worked hard to uncover
the history of the walled garden, in which the CGT chair, Twigs
Way, has also had a hand. A map of 1852 shows the walled
garden close to its original state, as laid out by Samuel Wyatt
(1737-1807) in the late 18C for Coke of Norfolk (1754-1842),
first Earl of Leicester. Originally occupying four acres, later
extended to six, the garden is rectangular and aligned with its
long axis almost east-west according to the compass. The soil
is excellent and a shelter belt screens the gardens from the hall,
providing protection from the elements. Proximity to trees
assures very few frost days. The estate reached its peak in the
late 19C but now the original walled garden has effectively
disappeared, leaving just footings and the haha.

Fig. 1. 1927 OS map of Howe Hill and the compartmented
walled garden at Holkham Hall, within a haha.
In Figure 1 the 25” OS map from 1927 shows the haha
surrounding the walled garden with four main compartments,
each of about 1 acre, which would have been used for
production. The walls provided support for fruit trees, some of
which survive. The west side was possibly a nuttery with a few
hazels. Howe Hill seems to have been a tree nursery and there
are examples of redwoods, monkey-puzzle and other imported
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Fig. 2. Map of Holkham Hall walled garden from the 2017 estate website, showing the present arrangement of the compartments.
Bute was an avid botanist and plant collector so the earliest
manifestation of the walled garden combined practical fruit and
vegetable production with being a showcase for rare and
unusual plants.

The walled garden supplies cut flowers and vegetables for
the Hall and the estate’s Victoria Inn. Many events are held on
the estate, such as educational visits and workshops, and it is a
venue for weddings, fairs, festivals, a plant fair and a theatre
venue. Seasonal events, especially Halloween, are popular with
children. Consequently, the western square in the walled garden
is used for events, such as an outdoor cinema, social events for
staff and volunteers, and the annual Plant Fair (this year on 30
September – 1 October). Two thousand, five hundred square
metres of turf were laid and it was a challenge to keep it
watered. The staff got through two deliveries of 18,000 litres of
water from bowsers in a day.
Partly as a consequence, the next planned improvements
include upgrading the irrigation system to a pumped 75mm
ring-main and restoration of remaining greenhouses. A stage 2
Heritage Lottery Fund bid for £3m would support a new
planting master plan and re-establish the orchard for fruit and
sales. It would also allow expansion of the volunteer and
educational offering and employ two new horticultural
employees.
In thanking Dean for his fascinating presentation, Twigs
noted that the glasshouses are a wonderful resource from the
best 18C-20C glasshouse makers, just waiting to be restored.
She also reminded members that a planned visit to Holkham in
August might also include a tour of the private gardens. Twigs
went on to introduce the second speaker, Mary Hamer:

Fig. 3. 1880 OS map of Luton Hoo walled garden,
showing its octagonal form and diaphragm wall.
In 1903 Luton Hoo became the home of the
Wernher/Phillips family who continue to own the estate to the
present day. In 1910, very soon after the technique was
invented, the family commissioned some wonderful
Autochrome colour photographs of the walled garden. These
show the garden beautifully planted with roses and tightly
packed herbaceous borders masking the fruit and vegetable
patches. In 1911 Sir Julius and Lady Alice Wernher added an
ornate timber-framed glasshouse (Fig. 4) built by the

LUTON HOO WALLED GARDEN
RESTORATION PROJECT
Separated in 1999 from its country house, which was sold off
to become a five-star spa hotel, Luton Hoo walled garden was
left to function independently, having to pull its own weight
within the Luton Hoo agricultural estate. Mary Hamer, once a
student volunteer in the garden, and now in charge of the
enterprise, spoke eloquently about the history, vision and
practical operation of the garden.
Designed in conjunction with the surrounding park in the
late 1760s by Capability Brown for John Stuart, 3rd Earl of
Bute, the walled garden was located three-quarters of a mile
from the house and was constructed over five acres to an
octagonal plan with a central diaphragm wall (Fig. 3). Lord

Fig. 4. Photo of the Mackenzie and Moncur timber-framed
glasshouse, with large rainwater tank centre-left.
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and, in 2013, a herb garden was marked out with, at its centre,
a human gnomon sundial dedicated to Lord Bute. Plant
selection is influenced by the current lack of irrigation
alongside the list of plants which Lord Bute collected, in
particular those illustrated as "paper mosaiks" by Mrs Delaney,
which she made while staying with Lord Bute at Luton Hoo in
1777. Espalier medlars, fig trees, resurrected apple trees, and
vines grace the gardens and glasshouses. In a nod to past
Edwardian extravagance Carnation Malmaison is being grown,
the highest maintenance plant in the garden.
Mary’s enthusiasm and passion were inspiring and clearly
everyone should make time as soon as ever possible to visit
Luton Hoo Walled Garden. For the 2017 season, the walled
garden will be open to the public every Wednesday between 3rd
May and 27th September inclusive. Individuals are welcome to
visit at a cost of £5 per person. Free tours of the walled garden
will be available at various times throughout the day. A tour of
the Victorian farm buildings will also be available at an
additional cost of £3. Refreshments, fruit, vegetables, plants
and honey will be available for purchase. See the website:
http://www.lutonhooestate.co.uk/walled-garden
After a super lunch again catered by Diane Warboys from
Fen Drayton, the afternoon session got under way with a talk
from Philip Whaites, no stranger to CGT, who spoke about:

Mackenzie and Moncur company to the already substantial
number of glasshouses and garden buildings. This structure is
currently in a parlous state, being too dangerous to access, and
its renovation is being discussed with Heritage England.

Fig. 5. Luton Hoo land girls training in horticulture with
then Head Gardener, Alfred Daffurn. Image by kind
permission of Stuart Antrobus, (see reference).
During WWII the walled garden became a training base for
the Women’s Land Army (Fig. 5) and it continued in
production as a commercial market garden until, as was evident
from other Study Day lectures, it succumbed to the 1970s trend
for conversion into a nursery garden. At Luton Hoo, the nursery
was short lived leaving a legacy of concrete hard standings and
a large, unfortunately positioned, rainwater tank (Fig. 4)
complete with fish.
Since 2007, after 25 years of neglect, the walled garden has
slowly returned to life with a vision for its rejuvenation as a
public space, once again showcasing plants and shrubs, as,
having lost the need to provision the House, there is no longer
an imperative to produce fruit and vegetables commercially,
notwithstanding the number of gardeners such an enterprise
requires. Apparently, it took 56 gardeners to run the estate in
Edwardian times, and 21 to run the walled garden market
garden in 1945. Today the garden relies on volunteers managed
by Mary, who likes to think of herself following in the footsteps
of the Women’s Land army.

RESTORING THE WALLED GARDEN AND
ASSOCIATED BUILDINGS AT WIMPOLE HALL
It was heartening to learn that fruit, vegetables and cut flower
production is once again the raison d’être of the walled garden
at Wimpole allowing it to supply the Hall, restaurant, café and
kiosk. Philip Whaites, Wimpole Estate’s Head Gardener since
1986, gave a lively description of his 36 years at Wimpole,
since arriving as an assistant gardener in 1981. He has overseen
the regeneration of Wimpole’s Walled Garden turning it into
the international showcase it now is.
Philip explained that the 4½ acre garden (Fig. 7) was
constructed in 1790-5 by William Eames with glasshouses
designed by Sir John Soane. A half mile of footpaths wound
through the surrounding pleasure grounds which were
demarcated by an outer fence replaced in 1850 by a now
crumbling wall. A recent archaeological dig of 2011 unearthed
the pits used to produce the warmth needed for pineapple
production which was carried out in the glasshouses by James
Dowel, known as a national authority on pineapple growing.
The glasshouses, along with some of the wall, were destroyed
in 1943 when the walled garden was bombed. Subsequently the
garden fell into disuse and eventually the yew hedges were
ripped out and the ground was used as pasture. An idea to hold
ploughing competitions within the walls proved unsuccessful
as the friable earth was unsuitable for cutting clean furrows.
The walled garden was in a desperate state when Philip Whaites
arrived and funding became available from the National
Gardens Scheme.
Much against Philip Whaites’ better judgement, but in line
with conservation advice, the glasshouses, originally built of
Baltic pine, have been recreated in matching timber; rather than
aluminium, a material which requires far less maintenance and
would therefore allow ever-stretched funds and effort to be
directed towards the planting and ongoing running of the
gardens. It is interesting to speculate what Sir John Soane might

Fig. 6. Luton Hoo walled garden and farm buildings as
seen from Google Earth.
The final section of Mary’s talk concentrated on the ongoing and evolving strategy of rejuvenation; re-creating the
walled garden to be affordable, sustainable, adaptable, and true
to its heritage. The walls remain, the paths are being reinstated,
-5-

Fig. 7. OS map from 1903 of Wimpole Hall walled garden in relation to the Hall, Park and farm (top right).
In parallel with re-creating the gardens, many of the garden
buildings have been carefully restored and brought back into
use including the Mushroom House and the Apple Store, a
wonderfully cool building able to keep Blenheim Orange and
Bramley apples, as well as potatoes, until May. It was
interesting to learn that chard is a restaurant favourite and that
Brussel sprouts are boycotted as white fly proliferate in the
walled garden where the protected microclimate allows them to
survive most winters. It was wonderful to hear about the
successful production of walnuts and melons, pumpkins and
squashes, different varieties of beetroot, and to see tomatoes in
pots painted white to reduce solar gain. Morello cherries are
grown against the north-facing walls and, beating the
blackbirds to it, are picked officially and unofficially when they
are a vivid scarlet.
Animal and insect pests get short shrift in this garden.
Vegetable beds are netted to foil pigeons, rabbits are dispatched
with lethal poison, and the squirrel population is contained by
early morning rifle practice. There are over 100 volunteers at
Wimpole and clearly they are vital to the successful operation
of the enterprise which hosts 320,000 visitors in a season. In
conclusion Philip Whaites reminded us that gardens don’t stand
still, they are always evolving and need long term maintenance
plans. At Wimpole currently there are plans for a walled garden
café, and to renovate the Georgian dipping pond. I am sure there
will be many other projects in the offing.
The final talk of the day was both a pot pourri and a tour de
force, delivered by David Holmes and entitled:

have made of aluminium as a construction material had it been
available to him. Philip may have been over-ruled over the
greenhouses, but he has meticulously installed and welded
metal edging around the beds, allowing him to recreate the cutflower borders of peonies and multitudinous fuschias exactly
where they always were. The discovery of 150 old rose labels
has also enabled him to match them up with the list of supplied
roses, as recounted in John Drake’s book, Wood & Ingram: A
Huntingdon Nursery (still available from CGT).

RAKING UP THE PAST –
ANCIENT AND ANTIQUE CRAFT TOOLS
David’s talk was a fresh look at garden history, not so much
through the eyes of the landscape architect, or the plantsperson,
or the glasshouse or heating technologist, but through the eyes
(or more accurately the hands) of the people who actually
worked the land and tended the plants. Instead of megabytes of
powerpoint, or carousels of 35mm slides, David complemented
his talk with the most wonderful display of ancient and antique

Fig. 8. A border inside the walled garden at Wimpole Hall.
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Fig. 9. David Holmes (left) and his display of antique and ancient gardening tools.
-

a spade made of oak strengthened with steel for digging
heavy clay soils;
- a manual hedge-cutter that needed two men (contrast
the lawnmower) to operate;
- an American three-pronged fork with extra-long tines
for digging up horse-radishes with very deep roots;
- a combined folding trowel and fork;
- bottles for trapping flies and wasps;
- glass cucumber straighteners;
- horse galoshes for use while pulling a lawnmower.
David closed with a discussion and brief history on garden
gnomes, a topic in which he shares a passion with Twigs Way.
Gnomes had first appeared in England in the mid-19C,
following visits by Sir Charles Isham of Lamport Hall in
Northamptonshire to the Black Forest and Austria. These
figurines were originally used in the house as menu holders or
for floral displays, as conversation pieces. In Germany, gnomes
were associated with mining and Sir Charles emulated the
tradition by setting them out in tableaux all over the rockery at
Lamport Hall. One figure, ‘Lampy’, has survived and can be
visited at the hall (see the website https://parksandgardensuk.
wordpress.com/2017/03/04/sir-charles-isham-a-gulliveramongst-the-lilliputians/).
David’s talk nicely rounded out an excellent day and the
Study Day audience returned home feeling they had been both
informed and entertained, in the best Reithian traditions.

tools that had all found use in historical gardens and allotments
and, without doubt, walled gardens (Fig. 9).
With great humour and authority, David told us about the
finer points of wheelbarrow building, displaying a sturdy
example with an ash wheel and oaken spokes. He contrasted it
with French barrows, which he felt were poorly designed
compared to English ones, and showed an Irish ash barrow with
no sides but a broad, flat shelf for carrying peat turves.
The growth in popularity of badminton and croquet during
the 19C meant that the socially mobile landowner either had to
keep a posse of expert scythers or a flock of sheep to keep the
grass short, neither of which was optimal for reasons of cost or
security of footing, and so the lawnmower was invented by
Edwin Beard Budding in 1830. The machine was originally
designed to cut velvet to a fine, uniform finish and simply
needed a little upscaling to cope with grass. David illustrated a
number of models, one requiring two ladies in harness to pull
along, which no doubt led to the invention of the self-powered
mower, an example of which by Webb from the 1950s or 60s
was on display.
Possibly spinning a good yarn to his audience, David
insisted that an 18C entrepreneurial manufacturer had
discovered a good line in importing ruined classical columns
from the Sultan of Turkey to convert into lawn rollers without
the expense of employing a mason to cut a stone cylinder.
More specialist items included:
- an orchid pot, with holes for the roots which like to be
exposed in a hot humid atmosphere;
- a bottle-shaped watering pot with fine holes in the
bottom and tapering to a small hole in the neck so that
the water flow could be controlled by judiciously
placing the thumb over the top hole;
- a selection of plant sprayers, with a clear preference for
brass over plastic;

Anne Cooper & Phil Christie
Reference
Stuart Antrobus, 2008. We Wouldn't Have Missed It For The
World: The Women's Land Army in Bedfordshire, 1939-1950.
Book Castle Publishing, pp.48-51; and http://virtuallibrary.culturalservices.net/webingres/bedfordshire/vlib/0.wla/
wla_bedfordshire_hostels_luton_hoo.htm
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RESEARCH REPORT, MAY 2017

T

Plans and descriptions of gardens and their features may well
be present though perhaps read with a filter for exaggeration.

HE BROWN Tercentenary (CB300) festivities gave
great impetus to research at CGT. As well as the
outreach events with Julia Weaver’s Brown garden by
Fen Drayton schoolchildren and the CGT-led stained-glass
window project with Fenstanton schoolchildren, CGT produced
walking leaflets for Madingley Hall, Fenstanton, ‘The Backs’
and Wimpole Hall. Charles Malyon published a collection of
his essays on Cambridge College Gardens, and articles on
Cambridgeshire sites have appeared in recent Newsletters. We
bask in reflected glory from prolific new publications by CGT
members, David Brown, Jane Brown and Twigs Way: no
shortage of birthday present ideas here! Most recently, our
Lancelot Brown research has been published and cited by the
Landscape Institute, and may yet appear on Wikipedia. See:
http://www.capabilitybrown.org/garden/madingley
http://www.capabilitybrown.org/garden/backs
http://www.capabilitybrown.org/garden/manor-house

CAMBRIDGESHIRE WALLED GARDENS PROJECT
The group plans to survey the productive (including no longer
extant) walled gardens of the county inviting support from CGT
members to create a series of articles on themes, perhaps
including topics such as war-time or the role of women: exotics
or glasshouses, as well as in-depth studies of individual sites.
We aim to produce a stand-alone publication for sale by CGT.
Get Involved: we welcome all involvement by members,
whether by joining the group, or by providing information, such
as anecdotes, photos or magazine articles, which may support
walled-garden research. Please get in touch with me
research@cambsgardens.org.uk or contact any member of
Council or the research group. The research group meets every
4-6 weeks, usually at Fen Drayton Village Hall, from 2.304.30pm on a Monday. The following Mondays were agreed by
the group for future meetings: 15th May; 19th June, and 31st
July. If you are not on the mailing list, or would like to be
included, please contact me as above. Events may be rearranged
at short notice. We plan to visit the Cambridgeshire Record
Office for a guided tour in the near future.

CB300 CLOSING CELEBRATIONS
Brown celebrations continued into 2017 with the Landscape
Institute’s national closing event at the Foundling Hospital in
February, showcasing Brown Heritage Lottery Fund projects
including our own Fenstanton window. In April the Gardens
Trust celebration of the County Gardens Trusts contributions to
the Festival was held at Weston Park. The event was attended
on our behalf by Pippa and Steve Temple and included
presentations by Jennifer White (HE), Susannah Charlton (LI),
the Weston Park Curator and Linden Groves, who gave a
county-by-county résumé of events and projects. During a walk
in the delightful grounds, Linden went out of her way to convey
to Pippa her heartfelt thanks for all that CGT did for CB300,
emphasising that everyone involved greatly appreciated the
effort, imagination, and the work that CGT put into it. A full
report will follow in the next Newsletter.
Finally, the close of the Fenstanton Celebrations, to which
we are all invited, will involve the planting of a Cedar of
Lebanon by Steffie Shields on Hall Green, Fenstanton on 23
April.

BUSINESS AS USUAL
While this year’s visits and research group meetings are mainly
focused on the walled garden project, we welcome all gardensrelated articles for submission to the Newsletter. We equally
welcome your thoughts and ideas for future visits and talks, and
topics you would like to see in the Newsletter. From time to
time we email members with details of events, study days and
training. These are open to all, so feel free to dip in: you do not
need to be a member of the research group and you will always
receive a warm welcome.
Judith Christie

HOW TO RESEARCH: A SERIES OF TALKS
Vigour and vitality are the watchwords as Twigs Way, CGT
chair, brings her own considerable experience to benefit our
research. Twigs is delivering a series of talks to inspire more of
us to take to our archives, our internet and our hiking boots to
flesh out our research. We have already met three times this
year to be fascinated with Twigs’ account of how maps and
plans can be used as a first resource, explaining how they are
markers for change, discussing their evolution and offering tips
on how to interpret and locate them. Another talk related to
sales particulars and their accuracy in site measurements,
descriptions of houses and significant out-buildings including
glasshouses, and their architects and builders, where known.

Rhubarb forcing pots bask in sunshine in a walled garden.
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THE GARDENS OF THE PRESIDENT AND FELLOWS OF
MURRAY EDWARDS COLLEGE, FOUNDED AS NEW HALL,
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

N

together with the President Valerie Pearl in 1994. As President
of the Kaetsu Foundation, he negotiated a lease of land from the
college for the Kaetsu Educational and Cultural Foundation,
which was built on the west of the site adjacent to Fitzwilliam
College. Today Kaetsu University is situated in West Tokyo
and grew from its origins in 1903 as the first private commercial
school in Japan aimed specifically at the education of young
women.
The most recent building is for graduate students in the
Canning and Eliza Fok houses, 2008. The Foks, Hong Kong
entrepreneurs, gave the funds for their construction.

EW HALL, founded in 1954, was the first post-war
foundation of a college. It was the third foundation
for women at a time when the University of
Cambridge had the lowest proportion of women undergraduates
in any university of the United Kingdom. Dame Myra Curtis,
Principal of Newnham College, supported by some members of
the University, promoted the foundation to improve the
opportunities of further education for women.
The first 12 undergraduates lived in the early 19C villa, ‘The
Hermitage’, a former Darwin residence in Silver Street. They
studied under the first President, Dame Rosemary Murray who,
between 1954-62, secured funds from other colleges, and
benefactions from the Wolfson and Nuffield Foundations, to
create new buildings. In 1965 the University recognised New
Hall in its Huntingdon Road buildings as an Approved
Foundation and in 1972 a Royal Charter was granted to ‘The
President and Fellows of New Hall in the University of
Cambridge’ with full collegiate status. The College was given
£30m by its former alumna, Ros Smith and her husband; in
2008 its Charter was modified with the renaming to be ‘Murray
Edwards College, founded as New Hall’.

NEW HALL AND THE DARWINS
The site of Huntingdon Road, given by Nora Barlow, was
originally within the West Fields of Cambridge. The Corpus
Terrier suggests that the site was in Grithow Field (a gravel
ridge) to the west of Hor Hill (Mount Pleasant) and just outside
the borough of Cambridge’s jurisdiction. It is near to
Ashwykston Cross (Heritage England Monument Number: TL
45 NW 91), an old cross near the Castle Mound. Following the
1805 Enclosure Act, 17 hectares were granted to the Trustees
of Storey’s Charity and the site might be within that area.
In the early 1880s Emma Darwin née Wedgewood, the
widow of Charles, bought The Grove (Fig. 1), a Regency villa
built in 1813. She wished to live near her sons: George bought
Newnham Grange including the Hermitage in 1885; Francis
built Wychfield (Fig. 1) in 1883 to the west of the Grove, and
the youngest son Horace, a maker and designer of scientific
instruments, built The Orchard in 1882, both within the Grove
estate. This estate, popularly known as the ‘Darwinnery’, was
divided between three colleges: Wychfield to Trinity Hall, The
Grove to Fitzwilliam and The Orchard to New Hall. New Hall
acquired The Orchard in 1962 and in 1988 The Grove estate
was bought by the University and a portion of its land and stable
block were given to New Hall, together with its North Lodge
on Huntingdon Road (Fig. 1).
When New Hall was built, the Victorian ‘Orchard’ was
demolished with its name preserved in Orchard Court. Orchard
House was neo-Georgian with a rockery flanked by cypresses
and a Black Poplar. Nora Barlow, its last owner, made good use
of a Victorian greenhouse, useful for hybridising plants, and
enjoyed its picturesque old orchard. She had an extensive
garden around The Orchard and some of her layout survives.
Nora trained as a botanist, working for the John Innes Institute
and from 1906, under William Bateson, she studied plant
genetics. A lime green and pink pom-pom aquilegia, named
‘Nora Barlow’, is still grown in the college gardens. Nora gave
seeds to nurseryman, Alan Bloom. Nora moved to ‘Sellenger’,
3 Sylvester Road, which was incorporated into Robinson
College on her death in 1989.

THE SITE
Although founded without a benefactor, Nora Barlow, the last
surviving grandchild of Charles Darwin, and her sister Ruth,
gave their childhood home, ‘The Orchard’ (Fig. 1) and its estate
of 6.2 acres, to New Hall in 1962. On this land the college was
built.
The buildings are on a NW/SE axis facing Huntingdon
Road to the north, Buckingham Road and Mount Pleasant to the
east, and the circling Storey’s Way to the south and west
beyond the adjacent Fitzwilliam College. They occupy an
ancient Roman site at the top of Castle Hill, alongside
Huntingdon Road, a former turnpike whose width reflects
Roman origins. The land has a thin top soil above at least 18 m
of clay gault revealed in the construction of the buildings.
THE BUILDINGS
The architects were Chamberlin, Powell and Bon, best known
for their work on the Barbican Centre in the City of London.
They used reinforced concrete framing composed of Ballidon
limestone and white cement with Sevenoaks white-faced brick
for cross walls. The materials are left bare but the concrete is
polished for columns and rails in walkways and stairways. The
architects created strong vistas in which water gardens and
sunken courts interacted with the architecture. Undergraduates
moved to residence in 1965 and today these buildings are Grade
II listed.
Nearly 30 years later, funds provided by Mr Yasuto Kaetsu
enabled the construction of Pearl House, which he opened
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Fig. 1b. Modern aerial view (courtesy Google mapping)
with Murray Edwards college highlighted in red.

Fig. 1a. OS map of north Cambridge (1901, published
1904) showing Wychfield, The Grove and The Orchard.

From the shade of this building there is a full view of the
gardens. Along the Fitzwilliam boundary is a Victorian cedar
wood greenhouse, shown on the 1880 OS map, used by Emma
Darwin probably as a fern house and by Nora for her seedlings
and banana plants. She also had cannas from Trinity. Today the
bananas are protected in a nearby polytunnel. The greenhouse
is attached to the Grove’s former stable block. There is an
ancient box hedge, seemingly cloud trimmed, relating to the
Darwin garden and picturesque remains of the former orchard.
Nearby a number of dormant Paulownia tomentosa ‘tree
stumps’, cut to a height of about 4ft, are yet to send out the new
year’s growth of enormous leaves.
The gardens, screened from the car park by a splendid
espalier of Malus ‘Evereste’, develop informally and encourage
the interest of young people in so many ways. There is a bed of
herbs and, surprisingly, a large bed of winter spinach (‘Palco’),
with a notice encouraging students to pick it. The evidence
shows its popularity. Another area offers them allotment plots
for their own cultivation. Viburnum x burkwoodi and V. x
juddii offer splendid scent, the Malus ‘Evereste’ and Malus
floribunda (Japanese crab) display their delicate blossom and a
giant fennel, Ferrula communis, is a focal point, although not
edible. There are borders with Caucasian leopard’s bane
(Doronicum orientale), Brunnera macrophylla and Tulipa
saxatilis – ‘Lilac Wonder’, numerous salvias and an iris border
of great variety. The shrubs photinia, magnolia, robinia,
berberis, weigelia and escallonia provide something in flower
and coloured leaves throughout the year. These, together with
specimen trees like the young Dawn Redwood and Balkan
Spruce and well planted borders blend with the more recent
buildings of the Pearl House, and Canning and Eliza houses.
Returning towards the greater formality of the original college
buildings there is a raised pond and a rose garden designed to
produce maximum blooms during May Week.
Murray Edwards was the first Cambridge college to offer a
garden at RHS Chelsea Flower Show in 2007. Designed by Sue
Goss and under the guidance of Jo Cobb, its garden, ‘The
Transit of Venus’, was awarded a Bronze Flora medal in the
Chic Garden category. This transit, when the planet Venus
passed between the Earth and the Sun, was a significant
moment in the history of science. The elliptical path of Venus
is represented by a curved wall weaving through time. The
exciting scientific discovery is linked to both geographic and

THE GARDENS
Dame Rosemary Murray, the first President and a keen
gardener, planned and planted the first gardens, encouraging
others to join in. Looking at the college from the Huntingdon
Road there is no suggestion of the glades and orchards, terraces
and hedgerows beyond. There is no clear route for walkers but,
dependent upon the season, there are lilies of the valley,
aconites, crown imperials, hellebores and martagon lilies, and
Dame Rosemary had planted borders of peonies and poppies. A
later President, Anne Lonsdale, wrote, ‘Over recent years the
gardens at New Hall have gained a reputation for being some
of the most colourful and lively in the University’. Jo Cobb,
Head Gardener for the past 16 years, is optimistic about the
regeneration since the 1960’s and has fully maintained and
expanded upon earlier successful plantings. She realises the
importance of creating vibrancy for young people and the need
to achieve the maximum colour and impact during the short
university terms. Her ethos is to maintain an ‘unstructured,
ephemeral and very flowery garden’.
At the entrance and Porter’s Lodge there is a roundabout
planted with tulipa orca, and with a surround of potted tulips
and polyanthas offering a colourful welcome in spring. Over
1,000 box cuttings have provided pruned, cone-shaped trees
amongst the flowers, both at the entrance and throughout the
gardens. To the west along the south side of Huntingdon Road
a woodland walk separates Orchard Court from the traffic, and
mature horse chestnuts form a green barrier. They show signs
of disease and it is the intention to fell them if necessary but to
allow saplings to survive and grow from their roots; a more
stable and sensible method of re-planting. Here are numerous
Epimedium x versicolour ‘Sulphureum’, Anemone blanda,
Euphorbia amygdaloides var. robbiae and Trachystemon
orientalis, also known as Abraham Isaac Jacob, which survives
in dense shade. At the west gate is the north lodge of Darwin’s
‘Grove’ with its bright bed of tulips - ‘yellow mountain’. Here
is a Cambridge Oak, Quercus x warburgii, a semi-evergreen
and a rare survival. Beyond and southwards behind the Kaetsu
Educational and Cultural Foundation building of 1996, and
adjacent to the eastern boundary of the Fitzwilliam College, is
the Choshu Five Garden created by the Japanese Garden
Society to commemorate the five students who came to
England in 1863 to study while it was still illegal to leave Japan.
They returned and started the process of modernising Japan.
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informality, friendliness and warmth of one of Cambridge’s
hidden gardens. En route, the largest collection of women’s art
in Europe is open for all to view.

botanical explanation, enabling Captain Cook’s first
measurement of the Transit and the mathematical calculations
which led to the measurement of our solar system. The garden
shows ‘time and space, the colours of the spectrum and the
individualism of each plant and flower’. It is presently
displayed beside the barrel-vaulted Library.
Entering the original buildings, Orchard Court to the north
is grassed and edged with shrubs. Opposite the white-domed
hall and the library enclose the sunken Fountain Court; here a
water landscape of narrow canals, reflecting pools and a tall
central fountain. The sixteen segments of the ferro-concrete
dome above the dining hall attract and intrigue a visitor, who,
having accepted the invitation, moves on to find the

Charles Malyon
April 2016
Sources
Corpus Terrier
1880 Ordnance Survey Map
The West Fields of Cambridge, eds C. P. Hall & J. R.
Ravensdale, Cambridgeshire Records Society, 1976.
A House by the River Newnham Grange to Darwin College, M.
E. Keynes, privately printed, 1984.

THE GARDENS OF THE COLLEGE OF CORPUS CHRISTI
AND THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY

C

(Fig. 1). This map, together with those of David Loggan, 1688,
and William Custance, 1798, provide important information
from which the development of the College’s gardens can be
interpreted.

ORPUS CHRISTI, is unique among Cambridge and
Oxford colleges before the 20th century in being
founded by townspeople rather than by the Crown,
aristocracy or clergy. The Black Death caused numerous deaths
of clergymen and the two Cambridge guilds of Corpus Christi
and the Blessed Virgin Mary joined together in founding a
college to train more priests. The guildsmen, rich with legacies
from dead members, saw this as the means to provide perpetual
intercession for their souls. The guilds secured a licence from
Edward III, acquired a site within the core of the town, 134246 and founded the College in 1352.

THE SITE
The earlier foundations of Peterhouse and Pembroke had sites
outside the town’s Trumpington Gate, but Corpus Christi,
within the gate, was the only college within the town’s
boundaries to be built on land to the east of the High Street.
From its foundation the College was linked to the Anglo
Saxon church of St Bene’t and, like Peterhouse, its original
entrance was by a passage and gate alongside a church. The
entrances to the earliest colleges of Cambridge were simple,
through small archways, and lacked imposing gatehouses.
Corpus Christi, entered from Bene’t Street, was often called
Bene’t College. In 1411 further land was purchased from the
Town, followed by a major extension in 1534. Until the latter
date Corpus Christi was separated from the Church of St
Botolph by Saint Bernard’s Hostel, (the land of the present New
Court). Andrew Doket, Rector of St Botolph’s in 1444, was
Principal of the Hostel and then became the first President of
Queens’ College. In his will he left the Hostel to Queens’, who
sold it to Corpus Christi in 1534.
By the 16th century the college’s site was enclosed by
Bene’t Street to the north, Luttburne Lane (now Free School
Lane) to the east, Botolph Lane and St Botolph’s to the south
and the High Street (now King’s Parade) to the west. Matthew
Parker, later Elizabeth I’s Archbishop of Canterbury, was
Master of the College 1544-53 and he employed Richard Lyne
to survey and produce the first major map of Cambridge in 1574

Fig. 1. Part of Lyne’s 1574 map showing Benett College,
marked H.
THE OLD COURT
Entering the College by its original passage from Bene’t Street
on the west side of the church, its churchyard is now cared for
by Corpus gardeners. The gravestones have been moved to the
wall of the college and there is a central lawn with ferns and
standard roses in the borders. Old Court is entered through a
small archway dating from 1757. It was the first complete
mediaeval court of Cambridge colleges, built of stone rubble
with clunch dressings, 1352-77. There was no chapel (as at
Peterhouse the adjacent church was used) but there were
chambers, Master’s Lodge, Library, Hall and kitchens. Today
garrets have been added, together with 15C buttresses, but three
sides of the court are largely unchanged. About 1500, while Dr
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In the 16th and 17th centuries bowls and tennis were
popular sports and documentary reference to “hand tennis” at
Corpus in the late 15C is the earliest reference in Cambridge
colleges. Today Old Court is much admired but in 1710 von
Uffenbach, a German visitor, described Corpus as “an old and
poor building, indeed one of the ugliest colleges, lying entirely
among houses, so that one cannot see it”. By 1891 for John
Cowper Powys, “The Corpus Old Court had the look of some
enchanted Ruin in a fairy tale forest of Old Romance. Over the
ancient roofs of the interior of Old Court there rose a Church
Tower that was older than William the Conqueror”.
Today there are climbing hydrangeas on the walls of the
Court, a vine, Campsis radicans, below the sundial and
numerous half barrels planted with camellias, rhododendrons,
acers, wisterias and daphnes surround its central lawn. On the
shady north wall is a well-managed pyracantha.

Cosyn was Master, a north gallery was built connecting the
court and St Bene’t’s Church. Changes were made to the south
side of the court with an improved Master’s Lodge and a Chapel
in 1597 using stone from the dissolved Barnwell Abbey and
chalky clunch from the College’s quarry at Cherry Hinton.
These were demolished in 1823 to make way for Wilkin’s New
Court.

NEW COURT
In 1773 the well known Cambridge architect James Essex
offered an imaginative plan for an open, three-sided court on
former St Bernard’s Hostel land, which would have
complemented that of St Catharine’s College opposite. His
ideas were not followed and, 50 years later, another excellent
Cambridge architect, William Wilkins, demolished much of the
south side of Old Court and the Elizabethan chapel. He created
the present New Court with a central gatehouse (the present
main entrance) and buildings facing King’s Parade built of
Ketton stone and some white bricks. There was a new Hall,
Chapel, Master’s Lodge and the imposing Library of its south
range which houses Mathew Parker’s renowned collection of
Anglo-Saxon and mediaeval manuscripts. Rock’s engraving of
1851 depicts a large central lawn with two gardeners tending it.

Fig. 2. Part of Loggan’s 1688 map showing Benett
College, marked E (north is to the right).
Richard Lyne’s map of 1574 offers no evidence for planting
in the Old Court but there was planting on the land acquired
with the purchase of St Bernard’s Hostel. Here were two rear
gardens planted with trees, perhaps an orchard, and separated
by a path. David Loggan’s map, 1688 (Fig. 2), shows a
rectangular lawn in Old Court crossed by a path leading to the
Master’s garden in the south. There is a walled garden entering
a Bowling Green with four square plots for vegetables beyond.
By 1798 William Custance has a single lawn and no path in Old
Court and a simplified Master’s garden with a bowling green
between two formal clumps of trees. The 1888 and 1903 OS
maps (Fig. 3) have an oval lawn in Old Court surrounded by a
stone path within cobbles.

Fig. 4. Rock’s engraving of New Court, Corpus Christi.
Today, at the height of the growing season, this lawn is
immaculate and may be cut 3 or 4 times a week. Window boxes
provide seasonal colour with a variety of annuals grown from
plugs and with slow-release fertilizer tablets in the soil. There
are shrubs along the northern border, in particular with choisya
and ceanothus.
KWEE COURT
Leases of Corpus property separating Old Court from King’s
Parade expired in the 21st century, so Corpus developed a new
undergraduate Taylor Library in 2008, which incorporated Dr
John Taylor’s ‘chronophage’ clock. This small, enclosed court

Fig. 3. Part of the 1903 25in. OS map centred upon
Corpus Christi College (north is to the top).
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MASTER’S LODGE AND GARDEN
This garden may be approached from a rear door in the Bursar’s
Court and progress along the lane. The Bursar’s and Master’s
gardens have replaced the gardens, orchard, and bowling green
shown on Loggan’s map and there are no tennis courts within
the college grounds. Adjacent to the Lodge is a pergola with
potted fuschias and hostas and a magnificent magnolia
grandiflora. A large central lawn, used for college events, is
enclosed by a winding path to the wall of Botolph Lane and a
border of numerous shrubs and trees, including a mulberry with
crocuses underneath in the spring. To the west is St Botolph’s
Church and its churchyard wall, which provides a timeless
setting, hidden away in central Cambridge.

has well-stocked colourful borders with delphiniums, lychnis,
verbena bonariensis, bamboo and martagon lilies. The lily,
together with the pelican, are symbols associated with the
College.

THE GARDENERS
Paul Barton and two other gardeners answer to a Gardens
Committee but enjoy considerable freedom. Their intention is
to produce colour in the courts throughout the year with
displays of seasonal bedding. The plants are grown from seed,
cuttings or plugs brought on in the College greenhouses. Tall
purple salvias, verbena bonariensis, ferns and campsis are used
to good purpose throughout the courts.
Corpus has another superb garden at its graduate extension,
Leckhampton off Grange Road [ see article in CGT Newsletter,
September 2005]. Of especial interest is the late Oliver
Rackham, that most erudite botanist and landscape historian,
who was Master of Corpus briefly before retiring. One of our
Founder Members, Margaret Rishbeth has been invited to
attend a symposium on his work later in 2016.
Charles Malyon
A visit during July 2016
Fig. 5. Present-day map of Corpus Christi College.
Map data copyright Cambridge University.

Sources
Richard Lyne’s Map, 1574.
David Loggan’s Map, 1688.
William Custance’s Map, 1798.
OS Maps, 1888 (6 in) and 1903 (25 in).
Rock’s engraving, 1851.
Miri Rubin, Charity and Community in Medieval Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 380pp.
Tim Rawle, Cambridge Architecture, Trafalgar Square, 223pp.

BURSAR’S COURT
To the east of Old Court, with a substantial brick wall enclosing
it from Free School Lane, is the Bursar’s garden. Along the wall
are cordon apples; there is an ancient mulberry in the corner,
probably dating from the early 17C and James I’s abortive
attempt to establish a silk industry. Entered through a pergola,
sunflowers, hypericums and hostas provided startling colour in
another small, enclosed area.
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THE GARDENS OF EMMANUEL COLLEGE

E

Court for the occasional use of Mildmay and members of his
family.
Five Fellows of Emmanuel were involved in the English
translation of the Authorised Version of the Bible under James
I. The sacramentalist emphasis of Archbishop Laud and the
Arminians was the occasion of alarm amongst many Emmanuel
graduates, some of whom together with John Harvard left
England for New England, sometimes referred to as
‘Emmanuel’s land’. Harvard was the founder of that most
prestigious university in Boston, Mass. In the early 17th century
there were complaints of Fellows playing bowls in their garden
on Sundays - perhaps surprising, but no doubt another sign of
Puritan rejection of Sabbatarianism. As in many colleges
Emmanuel had a bowling green.
During the next four centuries there was much demolition
and rebuilding of the College.

MMANUEL COLLEGE, occupies a very historic site,
some 150 yards to the south of Cambridge’s Barnwell
Gate, which was adjacent to the Church of St Andrew
the Great. Like Peterhouse and Pembroke, the site is just outside
the historic centre. Of about 8 acres, it was extended to the south
by an early 17th century purchase and by the College’s
purchase in 1984 of Park Terrace from Jesus College. It is
bounded to the north by Emmanuel Street, to the east by Parker
Street, to the south by Park Terrace and to the west by St
Andrew’s Street. Until the enclosure of the Town’s Barnwell
Field 1807, the site was bounded to the east and south by arable
fields.
THE SITE AND THE DOMINICAN FRIARS
The Dominicans or Black Friars arrived in England in 1221 and
a community of 50-75 friars acquired the site, assisted by a
Royal grant. They were important in the intellectual
development of the University, trained in Scholasticism but
with a remit to counter all heresies (they were involved in the
Inquisition). They occupied the site for three centuries, 1238 to
1538, when the monasteries were dissolved. The friars built a
chapel, refectory and “barns, stables, dovehouses, orchards,
gardens, ponds, stews,” and a number of townsmen’s houses
outside the Barnwell Gate had been demolished. The Hundred
Rolls recording the Great Inquisition of 1278 referred to “8
acres of land and more in length and breadth, in which place
were accustomed to be divers mansions in which many
inhabited who were wont to be geldable and aiding to the
town”. So the townspeople had provided land for the friars at
some loss of income.
Unlike today the site was not entered from St Andrew’s
Street, then known as Friars Preachers Street, but through a
gateway in the wall to the north from Emmanuel Street, visible
in Hamond’s Map of 1592.

Q

Fig. 1. Map of current Emmanuel College.
FRONT COURT
Today Emmanuel is entered from St Andrew’s Street (Fig. 1).
Along its west front is a narrow lawn bounded by a low wall
and there are flowering crab apples and cherries, together with
various shrubs. This west front had been rebuilt and classicised
by the well known Cambridge architect, James Essex, in 176975 using Ketton stone. On entering there is the enclosed Front
Court with a central lawn but no planting. Facing is the east
range with Sir Christopher Wren’s chapel of 1668-74 (Fig. 2)

THE FOUNDATION OF THE COLLEGE
Following the Dissolution, the University had failed to secure
the site which was used by townsmen, Edward Elrington,
Humphrey Metcalfe, William Sherwood and Robert Taylor,
until a sale in 1583 to Richard Culverwell and Lawrence
Chaderton, Master Elect of a proposed new college. The former
Franciscan site, acquired for Sidney Sussex College, was empty
with their buildings demolished, but the Dominican chapel and
refectory were still in reasonable condition at this time of
purchase. The site was conveyed to Sir Walter Mildmay,
Chancellor of the Exchequer of Elizabeth I, who founded
Emmanuel College in 1584 with the intention of training
ministers for her Protestant Church. Mildmay was a Puritan,
favouring a more strict, disciplined and reformed modification
of Elizabeth’s Church Settlement of 1559. His plan continued
entry from Emmanuel Lane into an open, three-sided court
(New Court), to adapt the Friar’s chapel in the south range as a
Hall and to use their refectory, north-south facing, as a Chapel.
Mildmay’s Puritanism rejected Sacramentalism and the usual
east-west orientation of churches. His architect was Ralph
Symons, who designed a Founder’s Range to the south of New

Fig. 2. Front Court, showing Wren’s chapel. Photo Peter
Colbert.
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NORTH COURT
The college owns a site on the north side of Emmanuel Street
with Drummer Street as its eastern boundary (Fig. 1). Between
1902-7 there were negotiations with the Borough to close
Emmanuel Street; when these broke down the college built a
tunnel under the street connecting New Court with Leonard
Stokes’ North Court in 1910-14. The latter contains a sunken
lawn and three fine trees: paulownia tomentosa, fraxinus orans
and cedrus libani − just three of the 120 specimen trees within
Emmanuel’s grounds. Beyond the tunnel, south of Emmanuel
Street (oval building Q in Fig. 1) is the Queen’s Building
designed by Sir Michael and Patti Hopkins using Ketton
limestone in 1995 and providing a theatre accommodating 180
people. Opened by Elizabeth II, it is the only Oxbridge college
building bearing the Queen’s name.

joined to the buildings north and south by an open arcade, all
using Ketton stone. Attached on the SE corner is the Brick
Building or Old Court, built to accommodate increasing
numbers by Westley and Mann in 1633-4 (Fig. 3). It has
attractive Dutch gables and it was recorded, “a new range of
building erected from the Founder’s chamber to Pit’s garden,”
presumably the present Chapman’s Garden. A final demolition
of the Founder’s Range involved its replacement by the
Westmoreland building in 1719-22 on the south side of Front
Court.

THE MASTER’S LODGE AND FELLOWS’ GARDEN
A new Master’s Lodge designed by Hancock 1963-4 faces the
Fellows’ Garden on the NE boundary of the site. Speed’s Map
of 1610 features vegetable gardens and an orchard, and
Loggan’s Map of 1688 shows a swimming pool surrounded by
trees at the NE extremity (Fig. 4). It is thought to be the earliest
open-air pool in the country. In 1845 the Bursar, Rev William
Castlehow, formalised it with a brick lining and moulded stone
edges. There is a small 19C bath house and the pool, in the
corner of the garden, is enclosed by the wall facing Emmanuel
Street and a yew hedge facing the large central lawn of the
garden. Adjacent to the pool, with its great branches
overhanging Parker Street, is a magnificent Oriental Plane (Fig.
5). A characteristic of this species is the way the huge branches
sweep to the ground and root themselves forming a large
canopy. Around the lawn are attractive herbaceous borders with

Fig. 3. Old photograph of west front of 1633 Range, off
the SE corner of Front Court. The small pond in the
foreground is fed by Hobson’s conduit, from where it
flows under the 1633 Range to feed The Pond to the east.
NEW COURT
To the north of Front Court, New Court is the original court of
the College containing some traces of the friars’ buildings on
the south and east sides. It is now enclosed by a north range
built by A. Brown in 1824-5. Loggan’s Map of 1688 shows the
northern gateway with a path, bordered by low fencing,
between two lawns. Today this enclosed court has a perennial
herb garden with raised triangular beds allowing fan-wise
paths. Designed by John Codrington in 1960, the beds contain
marjoram, rue, tansy, thyme, hyssop, wormwood, angelica,
tarragon, lovage, apple mint and parsley together with a central
bay tree in each. The paths are of brick and cobbles.

Fig. 4. Detail from Loggan’s 1688 map, with Emmanuel
College outlined in red.

Fig. 5. Emmanuel’s Oriental Plane. Photo Peter Colbert.
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interesting trees; a weeping willow, tulip trees and, of especial
interest, a Metasequoia glyptostroboides (‘fossil tree’). The
garden is laid out with a series of walks between parallel beds
but the most intriguing feature is an open culvert under the
college’s wall facing St Andrew’s Street into a small pond with
water then piped under the 17C Brick Building and feeding the
THE PADDOCK
Pond in the Paddock (Fig. 3).
This large, historic area to the east of the chapel and the 17C
This waterway was not part of the Friars’ site but flows
Brick Building (Fig. 1) included the Friars’ fishponds and
through land purchased in the early 17C. It is an extension of
stews, together with their gardens and orchards. Thomas
Hobson’s Conduit of 1610, and the Court of Sewers,
Young, a Fellow, is notable for his wave theory of light (1797Cambridge Guildhall in 1634
9), allegedly developed after he
recorded that it “runneth by and
observed the ripples made by
through part of Emmanuel
swans on the pond. Cambridge
College and so on the backside of
boys skated on the pond in the
the town to Christ’s College’s
1840’s and, during the Second
wall”. (Christ’s is adjacent to
World War, the Paddock was
Emmanuel’s
North
Court.)
used for growing vegetables,
Today the conduit is brought by
reverting to its use of some 400
brick culverts and glazed pipes
years earlier.
from the Conduit Head at the
The Paddock was restored
junction of Trumpington Street
and re-designed by Codrington in
and Lensfield Road, beneath the
the 1960’s. The Pond with its
latter road, across Hyde Park
serpentine edges is a major
Corner and under Regent Terrace
feature; it includes an island with
beside Parker’s Piece until it
a Swamp Cypress and there are
reaches Emmanuel. The Conduit
gunnera and bamboos providing
still feeds Emmanuel’s Pond and
cover for numerous ducks and
a water feature in the Master’s
moorhens. The Paddock is
Garden of Christ’s College.
enclosed on the east by
The gardens of Emmanuel
Emmanuel House designed by
provide an interesting link to the
J.L. Pearson in 1894 as a tutor’s
land of Cambridge just outside its
house; by the Hostel of L.M.
Barnwell Gate and to the
Fawcett
providing
extra
Conduit, an early attempt to solve
accommodation for undergraduFig. 6. Henry Moore’s sculpture ‘Warrior with Shield’.
the Borough’s need for a fresh
ates in the 19C and by the
Photo Peter Colbert.
water supply. For nearly 800
Leonard Stokes Lecture rooms of
years this has been an inhabited and occupied site with only two
1909. These have Parker Street at their rear. To the south is the
owners and, despite new buildings and new garden designs,
long wall adjoining Park Terrace’s gardens. East of the Pond
features remain which the Friars might recognise. Cambridge is
there is a winter garden with conifers and around the Paddock
fortunate to possess such a large and peaceful area, a haven for
are numerous specimen trees, especially Arizona Cypresses and
wild life and another protective barrier to its historic centre in a
Irish Yews.
period of overdevelopment and overcrowding.
The purchase of Park Terrace in 1984 provided extra
accommodation and some interesting 19C buildings.
Charles Malyon
Approached through a small archway in the southern wall one
A visit during August 2016
enters an area of hidden and timeless Cambridge. Some rear
gardens have garages, but others possess Victorian brick barns,
slated and with ageing paint; in particular an unusual two-storey
Sources
building with features suggesting a former dovecote.
Hamond’s Map, 1592.
Speed’s Map, 1610.
CHAPMAN’S GARDEN
Loggan’s Map, 1688.
Returning to the Front Court from the Paddock, enclosed by the
H. P. Stokes, Outside the Barnwell Gate, originally published
Westmoreland Building, the Brick Building and Hancock’s
for the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, 1915, 104pp.
open-sided South Court of the 1960’s, there is another
W. D. Bushell, Hobson’s Conduit, originally published by
unexpected and hidden garden. Presumably this was Pit’s
Cambridge University Press, 1938, republished 2012, 184pp.
garden referred to in the early 17C. Chapman’s Garden has
valerians, red-hot pokers, day lilies and rambler roses. Other
specimen trees include a Purple Beech and an ancient mulberry
tree. Henry Moore’s sculpture ‘Warrior with Shield’ demands
attention (Fig. 6).
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NEW RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
ROBINSON COLLEGE 2 SEPTEMBER 2016

T

yet has received relatively little scholarly attention. Victoria’s
project investigates part of Sloane’s botanical collection called
the ‘Vegetable Substances’, which items are largely contained
within individually labelled boxes at the NHM (Figs 1 & 2) and
housed alongside 300 volumes of dry pressed plants (the Sloane
Herbarium), in order to study the production and exchange of
natural knowledge during the early modern period. Knowledge
appears to have been created and disseminated through
networks of correspondents and Victoria’s project uses the
collection material, over 12,000 samples of ‘Vegetable
Substances’ comprising seeds, leaves, barks, gums and fruit
stones, as a case study to understand how it was put together,
where different items came from, and by whom and why
particular objects were collected.

HE NEW Research Symposium, replacing the former
GHS Graduate Symposium, was held in the
comfortable Umney Theatre at Robinson College,
Cambridge, on the occasion of the combined Brown
Tercentenary Symposium and the second annual general
meeting of the Gardens Trust, formed from the merger of the
Gardens History Society and the Association of Gardens Trusts,
and hosted by Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust. As well as
providing an extra stimulating dimension to the conference, the
symposium aims to provide a professional forum for the
presentation of new research in the field of Garden History; to
encourage researchers whose subject is as yet unpublished, and
to provide an opportunity for researchers to hone their
presentation skills in front of a safe but knowledgeable
audience. A packed theatre of over 100 attendees from all over
the country assembled to hear the speakers introduced by Dr
Patrick Eyres, author, garden historian, editor of the New
Arcadian Journal and both convenor and chair of the New
Research Symposium. First out of the lists was Victoria
Pickering.
RICHARD RICHARDSON AND HIS BOTANICAL
EXCHANGES IN THE EARLY 18C
Victoria has an MSc in the History of Science, Medicine and
Technology (University of Oxford), BA (Hons) in Economic
and Social History with an Intercalated Year in Computer
Science (University of Birmingham) and has recently finished
her PhD in the School of Geography at Queen Mary University
of London, and the Centre for Arts and Humanities Research at
the Natural History Museum, London (NHM). She is now a
post-doctoral research assistant at the British Museum (BM).
Victoria’s PhD research forms part of a wider collaborative
project called Reconnecting Sloane: Texts, Images, Objects,
which aims to understand Sir Hans Sloane’s (1660–1753)
collecting practices within the Enlightenment. Sloane was a
physician, naturalist and collector, as well as a former president
of the Royal Society and Royal College of Physicians. He
provided part of the British Museum’s founding collection and

Fig. 2. Sloane’s ‘Vegetable Substances’ collection at the
Natural History Museum, London.
Sloane collected collectors and interacted with people all
over the world including the Americas and the East Indies
where his connections were influenced by networks of the
established trading companies. He corresponded with ships’
captains, merchants, Fellows of the Royal Society and (even)
women. Mary Somerset, née Capel, Duchess of Beaufort
(1630-1714) had a London house near to Sloane’s, and
contributed over 380 samples to his ‘Vegetable Substances’,
bequeathing her twelve-volume herbarium to him when she
died.
One of Sloane’s correspondents was the physician and
naturalist Richard Richardson (1663-1741), who lived in North
Bierley, Yorkshire between the late 17C and early 18C.
Richardson was educated at Bradford school and matriculated
at both University College Oxford (1681) and Leyden (1687)
where he lived in the house of Paul Hermann, professor of
botany. After taking a doctor’s degree from Leyden in 1690, he
returned to England where he practised as a physician but
travelled extensively in England, Wales and Scotland to collect
specimens. Richardson and Sloane exchanged personal,
professional, and botanical news as well as books and natural
history specimens. Richardson’s letters paint an interesting
picture not only of his love for his garden at Bierley Hall and of
natural history, but also the relationships between many of the

Fig. 1. The Historical Collections Room in the Natural
History Museum, London.
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various botanical clubs, and Victoria ended her fascinating talk
by musing on how the growth and extent of this network
depended upon Richardson, Sloane and the Royal Society,
which opened up a lively question and answer session.

prominent botanists of this period including Robert Uvedale,
James Petiver, Adam Buddle, Philip Miller, Ralph Thoresby,
William Vernon, Robert Wood and the Sherard brothers,
William and James, as well as Sloane.
Richardson contributed natural material to Sloane’s
collection, which the latter documented and described. Sloane
sent to him a seedling cedar of Lebanon, which Richardson
planted at Bierley Hall. The tree became conspicuous in
engravings of the hall, where Richardson had constructed only
the second hothouse that was made in England. Over several
decades, Richardson was part of a network of scientific
interchange and there were mutual exchanges between Sloane
and Richardson for almost 40 years. Richardson’s surviving
correspondence, held at the Bodleian Library in Oxford,
comprises twelve volumes of letters organised chronologically
that document exchanges of botanical samples around the
world with much discussion about gardening practices and
technologies, and problems of growing plants. Victoria treated
us to a number of snippets from letters sent to Richardson by
his various correspondents:
• Sloane, 4 May 1703, acknowledging a fee sent for ‘a small
matter’ and anticipating the ‘naturall things you have sent
me’;
• Uvedale, 29 May 1701, sending a box of cuttings from four
sorts of Aloes with advice on how to propagate them;
• Uvedale, 26 June 1703, complaining about the weather and
advising on protecting spring flowers from heavy showers;
• James Sherard, 19 March 1722, offering to replace plants
lost by Richardson over the winter;
• William Sherard, 10 May 1720, offering his brother’s help,
who was busy ‘in building his Greenhouse & two stoves,
one at each end, & had laid out another, according to Dr
Boerhaaves design.’
• Wood, 6 April 1724, complaining about neglectful
‘Newcastle and Berwick Carriers’ who had lost a box of
seeds sent by Richardson;
• William Sherard, 25 March 1703, advising collection from
Calais of ‘dryd plants & a pacquet of seeds’ on a vessel
exchanging prisoners of war between France and England
during the War of Spanish Succession;
• Thoresby, 10 April 1712, citing receipt of ‘Indian curiositys
from Ireland’, illustrating the global exchange of plant
material at the time;
• Sutherland, 4 January 1701, requesting East India seeds
from Richardson which he plans to raise in a heated
greenhouse;
• Wood, 6 April 1724, expressing satisfaction that ‘many rare
exotick seeds… from the East and West Indies… are riseing
extreamly well in my hot beds’;
• Uvedale, date unknown, expressing concern at the
interruption in shipments due to the war (presumably that of
the Spanish Succession);
• William Sherard, 12 November 1720, an invoice for books
supplied with the comment, ‘I’me sorry some of them are
so dear, but natural history of all sorts is much in demand.’
As the collection of Richardson’s letters clearly illustrate,
this period saw a huge growth in correspondence as well as an
exchange of samples within a global network, which was based
on both professional and personal relationships. Many
contributors were members of the Royal Society, as well as

THE REVD THOMAS BIRCH FREEMAN,
VICTORIAN BOTANIST AND PLANTSMAN
Advolly Richmond is an independent researcher looking at
gardens, landscapes and social history. She is also a trustee of
the Welsh Historic Gardens Trust and a member of The
Shropshire Parks and Gardens Trust. Advolly’s research
interests include 18th and 19th century social archery, Lancelot
Brown’s landscapes in Shropshire and North Wales, Harare
Botanical Gardens, 19th century African Botanical Stations,
and the Revd Thomas Birch Freeman. The latter was the subject
Advolly had chosen for her talk, in the hope of affording Birch
Freeman some recognition for his botanical work in West
Africa.

Fig. 3. Revd Thomas Birch Freeman (1809-1890). Paul
Ellingworth, Thomas Birch Freeman (People Called
Methodists), Foundery Press 1995.
Thomas Birch Freeman (1809 - 1890) was born in Twyford,
Hampshire of an African father, Thomas Freeman, and an
English mother, Amy Birch. His grandfather and possibly his
father were slaves, perhaps on St Vincent, and his mother was
a housekeeper. It has been suggested that he might have been
trained at Kew but pre-1841 records have not survived and so
we cannot be sure. By all accounts, he was a handsome man,
nearly 6ft tall with a cultured bearing (Fig. 3). In 1834, at the
age of 24, Birch Freeman was employed as a botanist by Sir
Robert Harland at his Orwell Park estate near Ipswich in
Suffolk (Fig. 4). Sir Robert evidently took an interest in Birch
Freeman ’s education and might have been his benefactor at
Kew but Birch Freeman was obliged to resign from his position
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second wife from illness shortly after arrival, along with other
missionary companions. Nonetheless, he continued his
journeys, returning to Kumasi in November 1841 with a
selection of presents from each manufacturing region in the UK
including a special delivery: Advolly showed a wonderful
image of a phaeton, a gift from Queen Victoria and the
Wesleyan Methodist Society to King Kwaku Doah, being
carried into the interior (Fig. 5).

for changing his religious allegiance from Anglicanism to
Wesleyan Methodism. In 1837, Birch Freeman offered his
services to the Wesleyan Missionary Society, who quickly
appointed him to the newly-formed mission to the Gold Coast
but advised him that he should find a wife. This he duly did,
marrying Elizabeth Boote, the lady housekeeper from Orwell
Park, and both sailed to the Gold Coast, landing on 3 January
1838. Sadly, both caught malaria but while Thomas recovered,
Elizabeth did not, and she died on 20 February 1838.
After recovering his health Birch Freeman set about
completing the Wesleyan church at Cape Coast and became
fully engaged in missionary work, building schools and
churches, but while he was devoted to his religion he was also
passionate about plants, believing that plant studies were good
for the health. In the Gold Coast, he encountered and described
many plant specimens including Synsepalum dulcificum,
commonly known as miracle fruit or miracle berry on account
of its ability to make the taste buds perceive sour foods as
sweet. The plant was widely used in West Africa but unknown
to European botanists until about 1725.

Fig. 5. Delivering the phaeton carriage to King Kwaku
Doah, Nov. 1841. Paul Ellingworth, (ibid).
Birch Freeman established the Ashanti mission and founded
many other churches and schools in Gold Coast, Nigeria and
Dahomey but eventually resigned from the Methodist Mission
in 1856 for over-spending his budget, although without any
suggestion of impropriety. He then accepted from Governor Sir
Benjamin Pine the post of administrative and civil commandant
of the Accra district. In 1860 he built a house where he
established a 14 acre model farm called Beulah Gardens near
the banks of the river, and moved there with his third wife. Here
he cultivated fruits and vegetables, and collected rare orchids
from the forests.
In 1864 Richard Francis Burton (1821-1890) visited Birch
Freeman at Beulah gardens in Accra, reporting that Birch
Freeman had created an agricultural paradise planted with
cassava, maize, plantains, cabbages, peppers, sugarcane,
grapes, and a whole array of other crops. Birch Freeman ’s
plantation showed what an able and energetic man could
achieve and he experimented with agricultural improvements
albeit, perhaps, with mixed success.
For many years, Birch Freeman corresponded with Kew to
whom he sent plant specimens and provided useful information.
Advolly cited an example relating to the near monoculture in
coffee from the Arabica shrub that had been established over
many years in Ceylon. When the coffee crop in Ceylon
catastrophically fell victim to a fungal infection by Hemileia
vastatrix in 1869, Birch Freeman suggested the introduction of
the larger Liberian coffee species, sending 400 seeds of the
varietal to Kew where they were intensively tested for their
ability to resist the coffee infection and then sent on to Ceylon
(Fig. 6). This action may have had a beneficial effect in
arresting the fungal infection but the Ceylon coffee plantations
were decimated and many owners moved to growing tea
instead. Nonetheless, his work proved to be a turning point in
the production of coffee in many parts of the British Empire.

Fig. 4. Orwell Park c.1834. Four Views of Orwell Park,
Wolverstone Park, and Broke Hall, in the County of Suffolk,
and of Harwich, Essex. Ipswich, 1834. British Library.
Birch Freeman’s ability to organise and motivate people
quickly gave his missionary activities significant impact on the
Gold Coast and he developed an ambition to bring Christianity
to the Ashanti people in the interior of the country, who
practised fetishism and human sacrifice. Armed with a letter of
recommendation from Governor George Maclean, the Scottishborn chief administrator of the Cape Coast settlement who also
wished to develop friendly relations with the Ashanti, Birch
Freeman became the first Christian to be admitted to the interior
of the Ashanti kingdom in April 1839. Kept waiting for a long
time before being granted an audience at Kumasi with the
Ashanti King Kwaku Doah (1797 – 1867), Birch Freeman had
time to observe and to record what he saw around him. It was a
successful encounter, resulting in invitations to return and,
eventually, permission for Birch Freeman to establish a mission
station in Kumasi.
Birch Freeman visited England in 1840 to raise funds and
was entertained by the Harlands at Orwell Park, where ‘Lady
Harland had a house constructed for the care and culture of
some valuable tropical plants which their former gardener had
brought as a present.’ Birch Freeman again married and
returned to the Gold Coast in the same year only to lose his
- 19 -

Sir William St Leger was appointed Lord President of
Munster in 1627. In 1630 he acquired lands at Doneraile and
set up his presidential court here; hence the proper title of
Doneraile Court applies to the demesne lands at Doneraile to
this day. Some 13 generations of St Legers resided at Doneraile
Court between 1630 and 1969 (Fig. 7). Eleven of the 13
generations to reside here were entitled Viscounts Doneraile.
The 1st Viscount, Arthur St Leger, was elevated to the peerage
in 1703. There were four viscounts of the first creation and
seven viscounts of the second creation. The title is now in
abeyance and since 1969 the property has been in the hands of
the Irish State. A public park, running to c.400 acres, now
occupies the residual core of the original demesne. The garden
assemblage presented today is notable by virtue of its scale,
quality and preservation. It is perhaps unique as a peripheral
representation of historical English and European garden styles
translated to Ireland.

Fig. 6. Liberian coffee tree next to C. arabica shrub with H.
vastatrix. G. A. Crüwell Liberian Coffee in Ceylon. 1878.
British Library.
In 1873 Birch Freeman rejoined the Methodist Mission, and
supported the work in the southern Gold Coast where he
eventually died in Accra in 1890. In discussion, Advolly noted
that history has tended to focus on his energetic and largely
successful missionary work rather than his botany but in the
latter he had also been something of an innovator. She hopes
that a study of archives in Accra as well as this country may
enable a greater understanding of Birch Freeman ’s life and
times. Advolly is in touch with the Public Records Office in
Accra where the Birch Freeman’s family papers are held. She
will be visiting Ghana in May 2017 in order to further her
research into the work and legacy of possibly one of West
Africa’s greatest missionary-botanists.

Fig. 7. St Leger family in Doneraile Gardens, late 19C.
Sir William St Leger (1586-1642) constructed a manor
house (Doneraile Castle) adjacent to a 13th century AngloNorman tower house at Doneraile Park in the early 1630s. The
castle was located on the north bank of the River Awbeg, a
tributary of the Munster River Blackwater, overlooking the
bridge point on the river. Examination of early 18th-century
plans and extant topographical features reveals a set of open
earthen terraces extending eastwards from the castle parallel to
the river on its north bank. The terraces descended by grass
banks to river level. A wide pathway is identified aligned on the
castle, running eastward along the uppermost terrace. Cross
paths interrupt the principal axis at regular intervals.
Uninterrupted and open views were to be had of the river from
these terraces.
The conceit for such a garden, in a wild and uncultured
colony, may be surmised from its presidential nature and the
need to impress. St Leger and John Tradescant the Elder were
simultaneous acolytes of the 1st Duke of Buckingham in the
1620s. Consequently, a courtly taste in garden making would
not be unusual or out of place for the Lord President of Munster.
The eager 1st Earl of Cork, a mainstay and close confidante of
St Leger’s Irish circle, had also experimented with the
construction of rudimentary terraces at his residences in
Youghal, Co. Cork and Lismore, Co. Waterford, some years
earlier. His daughter, Countess of Barrymore, was godmother

DONERAILE PARK, CO. CORK: A PROVINCIAL
PARK OF EXCEPTIONAL PEDIGREE
After taking BSc (Cork) and MSc (Aberdeen) degrees in
aspects of earth sciences, Michael O’Sullivan took further
degrees and qualifications from University College Cork in
Environmental Engineering, Law and Environmental Law.
Michael is an environmental planning consultant and a lecturer
in environmental impact assessment and his chosen topic was
his research into the gardens at Doneraile Park, County Cork.
The gardens at Doneraile Park, Co. Cork, Ireland are a
unique inheritance in the 21st century. Dating from the early
17th century, a number of fashionable and quality interventions
were made over a period of c.400 years. The St Leger
(Viscounts Doneraile), Boyle (Earls of Cork and Earls of
Orrery) and O’Brien (Earls of Inchiquin) families all had close
association with Doneraile Park.
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Boyle (Earl of Orrery) and O’Brien (Earl of Inchiquin) families
in a marriage during 1667. In style the layout most closely
resembles the 17th-century disposition at Wilton, albeit smaller
in scale (Fig. 8a). The 1st Earl of Cork was on intimate terms
with the 4th Earl of Pembroke, Lord Chamberlain of the day,
and used his ‘artificer’, Isaac de Coeur, to assist with the
reorganisation of his property at Stalbridge in Dorset in the
1630s. The 1st Earl of Orrery (son to the 1st Earl of Cork), most
likely the constructor of this Restoration garden at Doneraile,
was familiar with Wilton and Stalbridge in this period. He
regularly visited his brother, Robert Boyle (the noted chemist),
who lived at Stalbridge in the years 1645 to 1655.
Doneraile Castle was sacked again during the Williamite
Wars in the 1690s. This led to the abandonment of the castle
and the construction of Doneraile Court on a rise to the south
of the River Awbeg. This is the focal point of the demesne as
we know it today.
The demesne was expansively enclosed in the early part of
the 18th century (Fig. 9). Some 7 miles of limestone rubble
demesne wall, over 8ft high, enclosed c.400 acres of parkland.
Limestone rubble-walled ha-has, up to 6ft high and 750 yards
in length, were set out as a piece with the house to protect newly
developed pleasure grounds and wilderness. Fish ponds to the
east of the court were formalised perpendicular to these ha-has,
into a sheet of water 500 yards in length. The River Awbeg was
expanded, diverted, and channelized on a substantial scale,
while principal vistas north and east were laid out from the
house. In the doing of this, part of the village was demolished,
a fish-pond lane diverted, and formal gardens adjacent to the
court removed. A lime-tree walk was established between the
house and the fish ponds, formal rubble and snecked limestonearched bridges crossed the river to connect the north and south
parks, and a substantial number of trees planted on the
periphery and along the river banks.
Family genealogy and cartographic records suggest the
2nd Viscount (of the first creation) as the instigator of this
demesne expansion, assisted most likely by his brother, the
future 4th Viscount. The 4th Viscount, through marriage,
was closely related to the 1st Earl of Shannon (Henry Boyle)
and the 3rd Earl of Burlington (Richard Boyle).
The 1st Earl of Shannon had William Kent advise on
landscape proposals at his house at Castlemartyr, also in Co.
Cork, some 40 miles to the south of Doneraile, in 1727.
Kent was a noted admirer of The Faerie Queene, penned by
Edmund Spenser while living at Kilcolman Castle,
Doneraile, in the late 16th century. Kilcolman Castle and its
lands formed part of the St Leger estate at Doneraile. Kent
was most likely given a copy of The Faerie Queene by the
3rd Earl of Burlington, a kinsman of Edmund Spenser. Kent
often stated his interest in gardening was sparked by
Spenser, and he used scenes from Spenser at Richmond and
Stowe. Kent’s illustrations of The Faerie Queene were
posthumously published in a 1751 edition of the epic poem.
The manipulation of waters at Chiswick, Castlemartyr and
Doneraile, at or about this time, display many parallels of
feature. It is probable that Kent visited Doneraile (c. 40
miles from Castlemartyr) in 1727.
The prospect of a visit from the newly crowned King
George IV sparked another phase of demesne development
Fig. 8. Comparative views of the gardens at Wilton (1630s) and phase
and consolidation in the early part of the 19th century.
2 of Castle Gardens at Doneraile (1660s).

to St Leger’s first grandson (born in 1637). The Countess laid
out similar, though more extensive, terraces at Castlelyons,
some 30 miles downstream on the River Blackwater, at the
same time in the 1630s.
Doneraile Castle was sacked during the confederate wars of
the 1640s and rebuilt by the president’s son, John St Leger, in
the 1650s. It is possible that the garden terraces were planted
over with fir groves, oak woods and orchards during the
Interregnum following the style of G. Hartlib. Hartlib was a
member of Lady Ranelagh’s circle who, in turn, was daughter
of the 1st Earl of Cork.
Roger Boyle, son of the 1st Earl of Cork, was elevated to
Earl of Orrery and appointed new Lord President of Munster by
Charles II in 1660. Boyle established a new presidential court
and gardens at Charleville some 10 miles to the north of
Doneraile.
The Restoration period marked the development of an
expansive formal walled garden at Doneraile Castle. This was
orientated perpendicular to the river adjacent to the castle and
overlying, in part, the 1630 suite of terraces.
This largely extant and fine rectangular space, c.6 acres in area,
was enclosed by a limestone rubble wall, 8ft high, 0.6 miles
long and faced internally with red brick. The space is orientated
as a tripartite division of equi-sized terraces (c.1 acre each) with
regimented, regular, square and rectangular expanses of box or
yew planted plats. An additional space abuts the river in a
bastion-like terrace where the walls extend into an excavated
and broadened river. The bastion terrace was accessible from
the river by way of arches in the boundary wall. The entire is
laid out with military precision, best observed when a
topographical plan is overlaid with close tolerance upon the
early 18th-century estate plan (Fig. 8b).
The occasion of this construction may well have been a
major family celebration, the coming together of St Leger,
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Fig. 9. Interpretation of the 18C features of the Doneraile demesne.
species from disparate parts of the British empire. In one
correspondence to William Hooker she notes that a “miniature
Kew” has been planted at Doneraile. Mid to late 19th-century
commentators (e.g. Smith, Young) all applaud the intention and
style of the 4th Viscount.
The late 19th century and early 20th century saw the flower
gardens active as a reasonably large supplier of fruit, flowers
and vegetables to the Dublin, and sometimes British, markets.
The death of Lady Castletown (daughter to the 4th Viscount) in
1936 saw the inception of demesne neglect. By the 1950s the
productivity of the demesne had come to a standstill and by the
1970s the demesne buildings were in ruin.
The park has been in the care of the State for the past 50
years, and a slow but progressive restoration has been
underway. Today nearly half a million visits are made to the
park annually for recreational purposes. Key elements of the
demesne, such as the 17th- and 19th-century gardens, and the
house (Doneraile Court) require further restoration.
All three talks were delivered with great enthusiasm and
were similarly received by the audience. It simply remained for
Patrick Eyres to thank the speakers for their excellent
contributions and to close the symposium for another year.

Captain John Hayes St Leger (1756-1800) was a close friend
and ally of the Prince of Wales in his younger days. So much
so that the prince had Gainsborough paint similar portraits of
himself and Captain St Leger for each to own a painting of the
other. The 3rd Viscount of the second creation, being the scion
of the household and anticipating a much heralded visit to
Ireland, set about the construction of a new triumphal arched
entrance and gate lodge to the avenue, a new front porch and
kitchen to the court, a conservatory, new park gateways and
entrances, and the development of coronation gardens enclosed
by expansive limestone rubble and brick walls, up to 15ft in
height covering 12 acres to the south of the house. The 3rd
Viscount was a noted horticulturalist and wished to make an
impression but, in the event, George IV did not visit Doneraile
on his 18-day tour of Ireland in August 1821.
Mid-century, his daughter, Lady Mary Doneraile, 4th
Viscountess (second creation) became a noted horticulturalist
in her own right. Over a period of 20 years (1850s to 1870s) she
entered into correspondence with Sir William Hooker and his
son Joseph Hooker, successive directors of Kew Gardens,
London. The 1858 edition of Curtis’s Botanical Magazine was
dedicated to her. Her father, George Lenox Conyngham, chief
clerk at the Foreign Office, facilitated her horticultural interest
with the acquisition of rare plants and seeds of non-native

Phil Christie
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THE GARDENS TRUST ANNUAL CONFERENCE
31 August - 2 September 2017 at University of Plymouth: "Blest Elysium" - Sustainable?

T

playing a vital role, and we will visit one of the largest,
Devonport Park designed by Frederick Meyer. Following the
AGM we go down to The Hoe, the iconic heart of Plymouth,
with the post WWI Royal Navy memorial obelisk towering
over its vast parade ground, Victorian terraces, outdoor lido (the
Tinside Pool), and Smeaton's Tower, the upper section of the
Eddystone Lighthouse. A few hundred metres inland is the
Civic Square designed by Geoffrey Jellicoe, and the adjacent
Plymouth Guildhall, that was rebuilt after World War II, its
predecessor having been destroyed in the 1941 bombing of the
city; the location for the Conference Dinner.

HE GARDENS TRUST Conference 2017, based at the
University of Plymouth, will combine lectures and
visits in and around the city. The three-day, fully
inclusive package will explore eighteenth century landscapes
developed on earlier gardens, a Victorian public park, memorial
and twentieth century civic spaces. It will discuss themes and
challenges faced by professionals, custodians and managers
working in such historic landscapes. How can their
conservation be balanced with sustainability and relevance in
the twenty-first century?
Plymouth is an amalgamation of three towns that have
played a crucial role in Britain's mercantile and colonial history:
Sir Francis Drake, James Cook and Charles Darwin all set off
from and returned to Plymouth on expeditions that were to have
both a direct and indirect impact on the gardens of the British
Isles. The city lies below Dartmoor facing a large bay with
natural harbours flanked by the hills of Cornwall and Devon.
Lush vegetation, rock and water are naturally abundant,
providing some of the most stunning views from any historic
gardens in the UK.
CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
After gathering on early Thursday evening with talks setting the
scene for the following few days, we discover Drakes Place.
These gardens were laid out in 1891, restored by the University
of Plymouth to an original 1910 design by Treseder Nurseries
of Truro and reopened in 2014. They stretch below the
Victorian reservoirs built in the 1820s on the course of the
28km Drakes Leat that was constructed in 1592 under the
supervision of Sir Francis Drake to supply water from
Dartmoor to the town.
On Friday the day starts with the ever popular New
Research Symposium. We then board a boat for a tour of
Plymouth Sound en route for the traditional approach to Mount
Edgcumbe, the erstwhile home of the Earls of Mount
Edgcumbe, and once the go-to destination for royalty and
nobility. The Grade I gardens and parkland with fifty-five listed
structures and myriad breath-taking views have changed little
since their main development in the second half of the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The Mount
Edgcumbe estate is now in divided ownership, the mansion,
gardens and parkland are managed jointly by Plymouth City
Council and Cornwall County Council, the home farm, kitchen
garden and wider estate are in private ownership. After
exploring the gardens, tea and talks, dinner will be taken at
Mount Edgcumbe.
Saturday takes us to the outskirts of Plymouth. Saltram,
now National Trust, but formerly the home of the Parker family,
whose estate once extended from their original mansion at
Boringdon with its interconnected landscape, was cut in two by
the building of the A38 dual carriageway in the 1970s. The
gardens, in part designed by Nathaniel Richmond, have more
recently been encroached by landfill and large housing projects.
Public parks in Plymouth, originating from the Victorian period
have seen a resurgence in recent years with friends' groups

The restored formal terrace at Endsleigh.
On Sunday we visit the thirty-five acre Victorian Ford
Park Cemetery, and then, looking to 2018 and the anniversary
of Humphry Repton's death, we end with the garden he
designed at Endsleigh for the Duke and Duchess of Bedford.
The fishing and hunting lodge, begun in 1810, was designed by
Sir Jeffry Wyatville, its setting chosen because it was so
reminiscent of the Duchess' Scottish homeland. Since 2005
Endsleigh has been run as a small hotel and its 100 acres of
gardens, registered Grade I, have undergone extensive
restoration, including the shell house, valley garden, great
formal terrace, dairy and children's garden.
A further two to three days' post-conference tour exploring
gardens in other parts of Devon may be arranged if there is
sufficient interest.
RESERVATIONS
To reserve a place at the Annual Conference, please contact the
Gardens Trust using the details below, or download a booking
form from http://thegardenstrust.org/event/gardens-trustannual-conference-2017

70 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6EJ
Email: enquiries@thegardenstrust.org
Conference enquiries: 0207 251 2610
Registered Charity 1053446 Company No. 03163187
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PROGRAMME OF VISITS & EVENTS 2017
Our theme for 2017 is Walled Gardens.
(For latest visit details please go to http://cambsgardens.org.uk
The destination websites often give photos and further information)
MAY

18 Thur

11:00am12:30pm

Visit to Ryston Hall, nr Downham Market PE38 0AA. Mixed garden of rhododendrons and
azaleas, walled garden under restoration. Refreshments on arrival. Tour by David Brown. £9
members, £10 guests. Lunch suggestions (no CGT reservation): The Hare Arms PE34 3HT,
or turn right at pub to Church Farm Tea Room, adjoining Stow Hall, for light lunch.

18 Thur

2:00pm4:00pm

Visit to Stow Bardolph Hall, PE34 3HU (near Ryston Hall, signed Church Farm from A10).
Garden tour/tea and home-made cakes. £8 members, £9 guests, including refreshments.

JUNE

14 Wed

6:30pm

An evening visit to Childerley Hall, Dry Drayton CB23 8BA (signed from flyover,
Cambourne exit off A428) by kind permission of the owner, and CGT member,
Chloë Jenkins. Cost: £12 members, £14 guests to include tour and light refreshments.

JULY

12 Wed

10:45am1:00pm

Visit to Kelmarsh Hall, Northants NN6 9LY (but use NN6 9LX for satnav). Walled garden
tour 11:30-12:00; £9 members, £10 guests, to include entrance and tour. Refreshments
available. Afternoon to explore garden further.

AUGUST

10 Thur

11:00am1:00pm

Visit to walled garden at Holkham Hall, Wells-next-the-Sea, Norfolk, NR23 1AB (but use
NR23 1RH for satnav). Cost: £7.50 members, £8.50 guests, includes entrance and garden
tour. Refreshments available. Hall open afternoon (Hall entry not included).

22 Tues

10:45am12:30pm

Visit to Clare College Fellows’ Garden with tour by Head Gardener, Steve Elstub. Entrance
via Trinity Lane. Cost £8 members, £9 guests to include refreshments in Old Court
(tea/coffee/biscuits/fruit), and tour.

SEPT

13 Wed

10:30am

Visit to Fullers Mill Garden, West Stow, Bury St Edmunds IP28 6HD: north from A14 at
J40/J42, or signed Anglo-Saxon Village from A1101. Cost £7 members, £8 guests to include
tour of gardens and woodland bordering River Lark; unusual shrubs. Refreshments available:
tea/coffee £1 a mug, homemade cake £2.50 a slice.

OCT

10 Tues

10:30am

Visit to Wimpole Hall Estate with tour of walled garden by Head Gardener Philip Whaites
at 11.15. Afternoon free for estate walk and visit to Hall. National Trust members free with
membership card; non-NT members £15.30 payment in advance please. NB: please reserve
via Alan Brown, even if NT member, as we need to advise Wimpole of numbers.

NOV

11 Sat

10:30am

AGM Fen Drayton Village Hall, CB24 4SL. Coffee on arrival. AGM from 11:00am. Talk
from 11:30am followed by lunch (£5). Pippa & Steve Temple will speak on The Emperor
and his Garden – Where there’s a Will there’s a Way.

DEC

8

9:45am12:30pm

Christmas Lecture at St John’s College, St John’s Street, Cambridge CB2 1TP. Entrance
opposite The Great Gate. Refreshments in the Divinity School with lecture in the Lightfoot
Room by Professor Jim Endersby, Reader in the History of Science, University of Sussex,
entitled The Plant Hunters. Followed by seasonal refreshments. Members £13, guests £16.

Fri

Tickets are available from: Alan Brown, Foxhollow, 239 High Street, Offord Cluny, St. Neots PE19 5RT. Tel.: 01480 811947.
E-mail: fox.239@btinternet.com Please make cheques payable to Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust
To avoid disappointment (some venues limit numbers), please book at least 2 weeks before the visit.
Should you need to cancel a booking, please advise Alan as early as possible.

Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust
Foxhollow, 239 High Street, Offord Cluny, St Neots, Cambs. PE19 5RT. Tel: 01480 811947
Registered Charity no. 1064795. Website www.cambsgardens.org.uk
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